Abstract. A method ~s g~ven for dec~dlng formulas in combinations of unquantified first-order theories. Rather than couphng separate decision procedures for the contributing theories, the method makes use of a single, uniform procedure that minimizes the code needed to accommodate each additional theory. It ~s apphcable to theories whose semantics can be encoded within a certain class of purely equational canonical form theories that ~s closed under combination. Examples are given from the equational theories of integer and real anthmeUc, a subtheory of monadic set theory, the theory of cons, car, and cdr, and others. A discussion of the speed performance of the procedure and a proof of the theorem that underhes ~ts completeness are also g~ven. The procedure has been used extensively as the deductive core of a system for program specificaUon and verifcation.
localizes the mechanism particular to each constituent to a relatively small amount of code. As a result, new semantic constructs can be incorporated quite easily. The method also obviates the explicit computation of entailed equality information required by the distributed approach, and the redundant representation of this information in the separate procedures.
The method is applicable to theories whose semantics can be expressed inside a certain class of purely equational canonical form theories. The class has the property that the canonizing functions of arbitrary members can be combined to obtain a canonizing function for their union. The decision procedure extends the congruence closure methods [1, 5, 6 ] that have been used for the pure theory of equality. The extension depends upon a notion of semantic signature that generalizes the earlier concept of signature to accommodate the semantics of the canonical form theories.
The method is useful for a surprisingly rich class of constructs. We give examples from integer and real arithmetic, the theory ofrecursive data structures, a subtheory of monadic set theory, and the first-order theory of equality. The procedure has been used intensively in a major verification effort [8] over the course of several months, and has been found to give good speed performance.
The next two sections characterize the class of theories to which the method is applicable, and prove that it is closed under combination. Section 4 gives the decision procedure and exemplifies its operation. Sections 5 and 6 discuss performance issues and an extension of the method that treats nonconvex theories. The last section gives a proof of the theorem on which the procedure is based.
o-Theories and Algebraic Solvability
The procedure described in this paper operates over a subclass of certain unquantiffed first-order equational theories called o-theories. Such theories have both interpreted and uninterpreted function symbols. Terms whose outermost function symbol is interpreted are themselves said to be interpreted, and all other terms (including variables) are said to be uninterpreted. The distinguishing feature of otheories is that each has an effective canonizer, i.e., a computable function o from terms to terms such that a purely interpreted (i.e., containing no uninterpreted function symbols) equation t = u is valid in the theory iff o(t) ---o(u). The canonizer o must act as an identity on uninterpreted terms, must be idempotent (i.e., o(o(t)) = o(t)), and must have the property that the arguments of each interpreted canonical term must themselves be canonical.
The semantics of o-theories are defined with respect to o-interpretations, i.e., Herbrand interpretations that respect o in the sense that for each interpreted term
, where v(t) is the value of t in the interpretation. Note that these semantics say more than that two terms must be equal in all interpretations if they have identical canonical forms; they also say that certain terms (for example, distinct canonical constants) must be unequal in all interpretations.
A simple example of a o-theory is the equational theory of addition and multiplication by constants over the reals. Each term in this theory can, of course, be reduced to a linear expression of the form a~x~ + a2x2 + ... + a,,x, + c (n >>_ 0), where each a, is a nonzero real constant, each x, is a variable, and c is a real constant. By specifying some criterion for ordering the xi's (alphabetic ordering, for example), removing unity coefficients, and discarding c if c --0, a suitable o can be defined. Note that the theory can trivially be enriched with uninterpreted function symbols.
The decision procedure we will describe operates on a-theories with a s~eial property we call algebraic solvabihty Such theories have a solverma computable function that takes a purely interpreted equation (no uninterpreted symbols other than variables) e(say t = u) as input, and returns either true, false, or a conjunction of equations. The returned formula must be equivalent to e and must be either true or false if e has no variables. Moreover, the equations (if any) in the returned formula must all be of the form x, = t,, where the x,'s are distinct variables of t (or u if t has none) that do not occur in any of the t,'s.
Returning to the example of real linear arithmetic, a suitable solver is trivially provided by conventional algebraic manipulation; solving 3x + 2y --2x + 4, for example, gives x = -2y + 4.
At first glance, one might expect that algebraic solvability is such a strong criterion that there are no nontrivial theories other than, say, theories over fields, that satisfy it. Surprisingly, this is not so. As the following examples suggest, algebraic solvability is characteristic of many constructs one encounters in practice.
Example 1. The convex theory of cons, car, and cdr. First consider the theory of cons, car, and cdr with the following axiomitization:
Using the first two of these axioms as rewrite rules, one can always reduce a term in the theory to a canonical form in which cons is not an argument of either car or cdr.
A solve function for this theory is given by the algorithm shown in Figure 1 . Note that the algorithm introduces new (existentially quantified) variables. The chief function of the main routine solve is to grind the left side of the given equation (represented as an ordered pair) down to a variable; the auxiliary function solvel (which takes two terms and returns a term) takes over from there, and attempts to eliminate that variable from the right side. The routine resolve, called by solve, sees to it that no equations in the returned conjunction have the same left side.
Consider, for example, the action of the algorithm on the equation
cons(car(x), cdr(car( y))) = cdr(cons( y, x)).
The two sides are first canonized to obtain
This equation is then reduced to the two equations
The first of these reduces to true and is, in effect, discarded. The second becomes
where a is a new variable, and then (recursing again)
which is then returned. It is not difficult to show that the algorithm satisfies the criteria for a solver. The reader might find it amusing to prove that it always terminates. Similarly, A _C B becomes s~ + s5 --(I,.
It is easy to see that terms in the encoding theory can be canonized simply by ordering the set variables in some way and eliminating redundancies.
A solver for the encoding theory is also easy to construct. One simply replaces each side of an equation with its a-form and cancels variables occurring on both sides. If the two sides thereby become identical, true is returned; otherwise, the conjunction Until now we have been concerned with solve functions for equations with only purely interpreted terms. In the next section and in the procedure itself it will be necessary to deal with equations that may have uninterpreted terms other than variables. The notion of solver is extended to deal with such equations in the following way.
We will say that a solver for a a-theory T is a computable function that takes an arbitrary equation e(say t ---u) over T as input and returns either true, false, or a conjunction of equations. The returned formula must be equivalent to e and must be one of true or false if e contains no uninterpreted terms. Moreover, the equations (if any) in the returned formula must all be of the form u, = t,, where the ui's are distinct uninterpreted subterms of t(or u if t has none) that do not occur in the t,'s except possibly as proper subterms of uninterpreted terms.
Note that all the solvers we have talked about so far can be trivially extended to satisfy the new definition simply by treating the maximally uninterpreted subterms of a submitted equation as if they were distinct variables. For example, the equation
when solved in linear arithmetic, produces
Note that although fix) occurs on the right-hand side of the result, it occurs only as a proper subterm of an uninterpreted term.
Combining Theories
Algebraically solvable a-theories have the elegant and useful property that they can be combined (provided they are compatible in a certain sense) without giving up algebraic solvability.
One needs to be careful, of course, about what it means to combine theories. Simply to say that the interpreted symbols of the combined theory are the union of those of the constituents does not suffice. The semantics of mixed terms (terms with symbols from different constituents) must be explicated, and conflicts that may arise when the constituents share interpreted symbols must be resolved.
The most natural resolution (and the one we espouse) of the issue of mixed terms is simply to assume that interpreted symbols from different theories have no semantic interaction in the combined theory; if a function interpreted in T~ but not in T2 is given an argument that is interpreted in T2 but not in TI, the effect is to treat the argument as if it were uninterpreted. For example, in the combination of real linear arithmetic with the theory of cons, car, and cdr, we will have
a(car(cons(l + 1, nil)))= 1 + I.
We will consider that + is uninterpreted with respect to cons, car, and cdr, (and vice versa) in the combined theory, and that 1 + 1 is therefore an uninterpreted subterm of car(cons (l + 1, nil) ).
It still remains to resolve the question of what happens if the constituent theories share interpreted symbols. Here we will take the conservative stand of requiring that the shared symbols have exactly the same semantics. More precisely, we will say that T~ and T2 are compatible if for each term t in their combination whose function symbol is interpreted in both, a~(t) = a2(t). We will consider only combinations of compatible theories.
Note that as a consequence of the view that uninterpretedness is relative, the purely interpreted terms of the combined theory are exactly the union of those from the constituent theories; the action of the combined a on each such term is the action of the a of the appropriate constituent. It is easy to check that the combined o thus defined satisfies the requirements for a canonizer.
Given solvers for each of the constituent theories, one can be constructed for the combination in the following way. Let T be the combination of Ti, ..., Tr, and let t ---u be an equation of T to be solved. If neither t nor u contains uninterpreted terms, we return true if they have identical canonical forms and false if not. If t has no uninterpreted subterms, t and u are exchanged, solve, is now applied to t = u, where 7", is a constituent theory from which the function symbol of t derives. Each equality in the resulting conjunction is then recursively replaced by its solution until no left side of an equality occurs in a right side except as a proper subterm of an uninterpreted term.
The idea is easily understood in the context of an example. Suppose the equation to be solved is
+ car(x + 1) --cdr(x + 2) + 3.
First solving in linear arithmetic, we obtain
Note that whereas car(x + 1) is (relatively) uninterpreted in the original equation, it is interpreted here. The solver for car, cdr, and cons is now applied to obtain
where d is a new variable. Solving once more in linear arithmetic, we have
As the left side x is an uninterpreted term that does not occur in the right side except as a proper subterm of an uninterpreted term (x + 2), we are done.
The Procedure
We now give a refutation procedure for conjunctions of equalities and disequalities in an algebraically solvable c-theory T. Formulas with arbitrary propositional structure can be decided for validity by placing their negations into disjunctive normal form and applying the refutation procedure to each conjunction; the original formula is valid iff all conjunctions are unsatisfiable. The procedure extends the congruence closure methods of Nelson and Oppen [5] , Downey et al. [1] , and the author [6] for deciding purely uninterpreted formulas. These methods all depend on computing a congruence relation that provides a canonical form for each term represented in the relation. The procedure we describe can be viewed as combining this canonial form for purely uninterpreted terms with the c-form for interpreted terms to obtain a universal canonical form for all terms. Crucial to the extension is a generalization of the notion of signature that permits the two kinds of canonical forms to be merged.
The main algorithms of the procedure are process and canon, shown in Figure  3 . Algorithm process is called on the set of equalities (each represented by an ordered pair) occurring in the conjunction S whose satisfiability is to be determined; if process returns unsatisfiable, the procedure halts with that conclusion. Otherwise, for each disequality t 4~ u of S, canon(t) and canon(u) are computed. If canon(t) = canon(u) for some such disequality, unsatisfiable is returned; otherwise, satisfiable is returned.
As in the procedure described by Nelson and Oppen, a congruence relation is developed (by process) using Tarjan's union and find primitives [9] . The canon routine returns the canonical representation, in this relation, of a term to which it is applied. Note from the specification of canon that two terms have the same canon if they have the same signature. If a term is already represented in the relation (i.e., canon has previously been called on a term with the same signature), the existing canonical form is returned; otherwise, the signature of the term is returned as its canon.
The solve routine is assumed to return a set (representing a conjunction). In accordance with the definition given in the last section, the set must either be a singleton containing one of true, false, or a set of equations whose left-hand sides are uninterpreted. The right-hand sides are assumed to be reduced with respect to a. Note that process uses the convention that el refers to the left side of an equation e, and that e2 refers to the right side. The order of sides is important.
Note also that the union function (called in merge) is assumed always to change find of its first argument. Initially, find(t) is assumed to be t for each term t.
Aside from the tree structure used to implement union andfind, two global data structures are used: use and sig. For each canonical term t, use(t) is a list of terms whose signatures have t as an argument. The list use(t) is maintained so that the is invoked. Figure 4a shows the state after this call. The dotted structure results from the call of canon on fix -y).
The second equality x = z + y is next selected from eqset, canonized to obtain x = fix + -1 x y) + y, and submitted to solve. Again solve has no effect, and merge(x,f(x + -1 x y) + y) is called. Note that inside the call, canonsig is invoked on x + -1 x y, yielding (as the reader should check)fix + -1 x y).
The equation
is then added to s. Figure 4b depicts the situation after this call. Now merge(x + -1 x y, fix + -1 x y)) is invoked as a result of the addition to s. The effects of this call are shown in Figure 4c . Note that fix + -1 × y) is added to its own use list, and that sig(f(x + -1 x y)) is updated to reflect the new signature off(x + -1 x y), namelyf(f(x + -1 x y)). No new pairs are added to s, so that call to process is complete.
The procedure next computes canon of-y and -(x -f(f(z))). Both calls produce -1 x y, so the conjunction is unsatisfiable.
Performance Issues
The procedure has been implemented in INTERLISP-10, and forms the deductive core of a specification and verification system that provides mechanical support for an extension of multisorted first-order logic [8] . This system has been used intensively over the last year in a successful design proof effort for the SIFT [3, 10] fault-tolerant operating system. The effort involved the proof of literally hundreds of formulas. We found that formulas occupying several pages of syntax would usually be proved in less than a minute (provided they were true--otherwise this could take substantially longer!). The time complexity of the procedure naturally depends on the cost of invoking the algorithms for a and solve. Since these costs typically tend to dominate, it is impossible to analyze the performance of the algorithm without making specific assumptions about the particular combination of theories to which it is applied. In the purely uninterpreted case, the procedure becomes very similar to the Eprocedure mentioned earlier, whose worst-case time was determined by Nelson and Oppen to be O(m2), where m is the number of edges in the graph of the developed congruence relation. The differences are that use lists are not kept sorted in our algorithm and that we use a special data structure sig to store the current signatures of terms that represent signature classes. We have found that because use lists are usually quite short, the time required to maintain sorted versions is not worth the theoretical advantage in doing so. We have also found that the use of the sig data structure provides a significant practical improvement, because it eliminates having to compute signatures in the second for loop of the merge routine.
We should point out that analytic measures can be quite misleading indicators of performance in real applications. Our experience has been that such measures are often less informative than more precise and objective characterizations of performance, such as "blindingly fast."
Extension to Nonconvex Theories
The theories we have used to illustrate the procedure are all convex in the sense of [4] . The notion of algebraic solvability can be straightforwardly generalized to apply to nonconvex theories by permitting the equalities returned by a solver to be embedded in arbitrary propositional structure as opposed to strict conjunctions. cons(h, t2) . Theprocess procedure given in Figure  3 must be modified to break the propositional structure returned by the solver back down into disjunctive normal form.
Correctness of the Procedure
It is easy to check by inspection that the procedure is sound, i.e., that two terms with the same canon must be equal in any a-interpretation for S. This section gives a proof of the theorem that underlies the procedure's completeness. The theorem extends the result given in [6] for the pure theory of equality to a-theories.
Definition. We say that a congruence relation = over a set .~ of terms in a atheory T is a a-congruence relation if each equivalence class [t] in ---has a representative p(t) such that (,) For each interpreted term t =f(h, ..., tn) in T,
o(t) = a(f(p(t,) .... , p(t,))).
Note that, interpreting the canon procedure as o and the set of represented terms as ~, the (,)-property just says that the canon of each interpreted term t must be the semantic signature of t.
THEOREM. Let S be a a-unsatisfiable set of equalities and disequalities over a a-theory T, and let = be a a-congruence relation over a set _~ of terms in T such that t "" u for each equation t = u E S. Then there exists a disequality t 4= u ~ S such that t = u.
PROOF. We will suppose that there is no such disequality, and construct a amodel for S. First, divide the Herbrand Universe of T into layers Ho, Hi, ..., where Ho = ~, and for each function symbol f We say that the _@-height of a term t is the smallest t for which t ~ H,.
The model .//g is constructed inductively by height. For terms t of height 0, we let .g(t) = p(t). and that ~{ respects a. Both these properties are straightforwardly proved by induction on _@.height. The first follows directly from the manner in which the model is constructed, the second from the (,)-property. []
